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56 Bulletproof Ways to Tune Up Your Marketing
for Faster, Better Results
Whether yours is a brand new business or one that’s well
established, marketing today is perhaps more important
than ever.

As always, you’ll want to start with your strategic business
goals and choose the marketing communications strategies
and tactics that will help you to reach them.

After no or slow growth in recent quarters, many small
and mid-sized businesses are seeing substantial gains,
according to Sageworks, a financial information company.
These include building finishes contractors (15%), real
estate agents (14.6%), architectural and engineering firms
(14.2%), computer services providers (13.4%) and specialty
food stores (11%), among others.

The good news? You don’t necessarily need a big campaign
or a big budget to get a big return on your marketing dollars.
There are scores of great ideas which can enhance your
current efforts or help you successfully initiate new ones.
Many are easy to execute, quick to apply and inexpensive
to employ.
What follows are some of top marketers’ favorite tactics
that have proven to be effective for a variety of marketing
objectives. We encourage you to pick out those that
make sense for your marketing program as part of a
test-measure-refine approach … and see if you can
improve your outcomes. Or if you’re unsure where to
start, call us. We can help.

If you are in one of these or other growing segments,
effective marketing is key to gaining your share (or more!)
of an expanding market. Of course, if your business is in a
segment that is not seeing such strong growth, you’ll have to
market that much smarter to retain the customers you have
while seeking new ones.
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DIRECT MAIL:
Nothing delivers prospects and customers quite like it
Despite all the new media options, marketers continue to
put their trust in direct mail – in large part because their
audiences trust it as well.

Hit your target. Not a mass medium, mail is often
most effective when it’s targeted by geographic
(e.g., zip code), demographic (e.g., families with children
ages 2-4) or other factors, like past purchase behavior or
interest (e.g., canoeing enthusiasts).
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In fact, research reveals that direct mail is the preferred
channel for North American consumers to receive brand
communications in nearly every product and service
category, including charitable causes.1

Get “lumpy” to get responses. Studies by Silver
Marketing Group show the inclusion of a promotional
item in a mailed envelope can increase responses by as
much as 50%. Pens, bookmarks, magnets and calendars are
affordable options.
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The same study notes:

• More than 60% of North American consumers enjoy
checking the mailbox for postal mail.

Go ahead and get personal. Variable data printing
enables you to personalize each mail piece with not
only the recipient’s name but also a recent transaction or
graphics that reflect their interests. Responses to relevant
marketing campaigns are, on average, over four times that
of responses to static, same-to-all messages.2
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• U.S. consumers (73%) and Canadian shoppers (67%)
prefer direct mail for brand communications because
they can read the information at their convenience.

Some tips on how you can make the most of direct mail:
Test for success. Before making the investment to
deploy a major campaign, do smaller sample mailings
to test your offers (dollars off vs. percentage off), creative
treatments (bold graphics vs. simple images) or mail format
(postcard vs. letter package).
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Make responding easy. Offer multiple ways to
respond. Include a business reply card, toll-free
phone number and/or an online response mechanism via
personalized URLs or a general campaign landing page.
According to the Direct Marketing Association, 42% of
direct mail recipients prefer to respond online.
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Keep it simple. Over years of testing and
refinement, the rules of direct marketing copy and
design have emerged. Most important? Sell the offer not the
product in a friendly, me-to-you tone. The most powerful
word is “you.”
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Get creative with QR codes. A two-dimensional
barcode that’s scannable by many smartphones, a
QR or quick response code offers marketers more flexibility
in messaging. Use QR codes to direct viewers to “premium”
content, like a video, special discount offer or educational
information. Eighty-three percent of North American
consumers are aware of QR codes, and 47% of those
have used their mobile device to scan one, says Brand
Spark International.
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Tease your envelope. Add your offer to the outer
envelope. (Open now; $10 coupon inside!) The
call-to-action will likely improve your response rates.
Remember: The offer doesn’t have to cost you a lot; it just
needs to have perceived value with your target audience.
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Epsilon, Channel Preference for Both the Mobile and Non-Mobile
Consumer, 2012
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Caslon, 1-to-1 Response Rate Report: Benchmark Information for
Relevant Cross-Media Marketing , 2012
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Stay current. To eliminate outdated addresses,
invest in the National Change of Address (NCOA)
and CASS or SERP certification processes, or ask your
marketing services provider to do it for you. You’ll ensure
higher deliverability in doing so.
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Be selective. If supplementing the names on your
house list with records from a response list or
compiled list, leverage the power of highly-targeted data
to reach very select audiences. There are no fewer than
25,000 business-to-business and 38,000 business-toconsumer mailing lists – many of which enable you to select
demographic and lifestyle characteristics. Want to find new
businesses within a geography? Pet owners with a specific
household income? Men over 50 interested in anti-aging
products? There’s a list for them and many more!
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Avoid duplication. Mailings addressed to Mr.
Thomas Jones, Tom Jones and Miss Tom Jones that
go to the same target are not only a waste of marketing
dollars but also a potential turn-off. It’s another great reason
to maintain your house mailing list with an eye toward
purging duplicate names.

“I enjoy getting
postal mail from
brands about
new products.”

59%

U.S. Respondents Agree!

65%

Canadian Respondents Agree!
Source: Epsilon, Channel Preference for Both the Mobile and Non-Mobile Consumer, 2012
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EVENT MARKETING:
Building relationships to build a stronger brand
Like all channels, event marketing has been impacted
by digital communications, as social media and Web
event platforms expand reach to those who can’t travel
to live trade shows and exhibitions. The actual experience
at an event is enhanced, too. New and affordable ways to
fabricate booths and displays make it possible for small
businesses to embrace trade shows, conventions and other
special events (e.g. tent sales, grand openings) as bona fide
sales opportunities.

Keep the conversation going. Give event
registrants the option to sign up for your e-newsletter.
They’ll appreciate the opportunity for quality content, and
you’ll gain an opt-in for ongoing nurture communications.
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Don’t let them leave empty-handed. Create
a flyer, tri-fold or other concise sales handout.
Distribute them to every visitor as an important take-away for
further review if they don’t have an immediate need or the
time to talk with you now.
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Recent research reveals that a whopping 96% of consumers
said attending an event made them more inclined to buy,
assuming the product or service promoted at the event
was of interest.3 The same research looked at the top
reasons marketers are flocking to events for face-to-face
customer experiences:

Go ahead and hold back your best. Give your
premium sales literature only to those people who
specifically ask for it. Or better yet, send or deliver it to
qualified prospects after the event to give you a purpose
for following up with more information.
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• 79% say driving sales is their top goal.
• 78% look to create or increase brand awareness.
• 59% use events to launch new products.

Tell and show. Reinforce key messages, spotlight
free samples and promote special demonstrations or
educational sessions with freestanding posters, roll-up
banners and other displays. A sample or demo of a product/
service influenced 83% to buy during the event, according
to Event Marketing Institute.
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Here are some quick tips to drive attendance at your next
event and ways to make important connections:

Go remote. Don’t let non-attendees miss out!
Create an event website, and stream live or recorded
footage of your presentations to it. Or post it to your YouTube
channel. Alert prospects by email or via social media that
they can experience your content remotely.
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Go multi-channel with communications. Fire on
all cylinders with high-impact direct mail, permissionbased email and social media channels before, during and
after the event.
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Event Marketing Institute and Mosaic, EventTrack Event Marketing
Industry Annual Forecast & Best Practices Study, 2014
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Score your success. Have metrics in place before
you go. Some of the top goals to measure are the
amount of traffic, number of qualified leads and sales
increases attributable to event participation.4

Before you hand it, brand it. Put your logo on your
event giveaways. With hundreds of thousands of ad
specialties from which to choose, there are many options to
meet every price point. Among promotional items you can
distribute, logo apparel has the highest brand recall (94%)
followed by bags (90%), according to the Advertising
Specialty Institute.
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Keep it short. Work on delivering your key sales
messages quickly. The average trade show attendee
spends just five to 15 minutes per visit, says Exhibitor Online.
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Number of Months
Promotional Items are Kept
WRITING
INSTRUMENTS

HEALTH/
SAFETY

SHIRTS

DESK/OFFICE
ITEMS

CAPS

AVERAGE

5.3

5.5

5.8

6.0

6.0

6.6

months

months

months

months

months

months

BAGS

USB DEVICE

DRINKWARE

OUTERWEAR

CALENDAR

6.8

6.9

7.1

7.3

9.0

months

months

months

months

months

Source: Advertising Specialty Institute, Global Advertising Specialties Impressions Study, 2013
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PUBLIC RELATIONS:
Leverage the power of the press
Proven as an effective way for businesses, organizations
and nonprofits to communicate and often at low cost, public
relations is rapidly evolving. While still significant, sources
of news, outlets such as newspapers, magazines, radio
and television are competing with online publications,
blogs and social media channels for attention.

gain free publicity and credibility among prospective
customers. Offer your expertise to local media outlets,
or try an online service like Help a Reporter Out
(www.helpareporter.com) that matches story sources
with reporters and editors.
Support your community. To develop good will –
and good publicity – support a local charity,
participate in a fundraising walk or devote a portion of your
profits to a local cause. Alert your key audiences to your
participation with a press release.
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In light of these trends, smart small and mid-sized business
marketers are embracing both traditional and new tools
to benefit from public relations. That said, here’s a word
of caution: As efficient as Facebook, Twitter and other
social media can be in sharing positive news, they are also
effective in allowing those who are dissatisfied with your
efforts to spread negative comments about you.

Tweet, tweet, tweet. Follow bloggers and
journalists who cover your industry on Twitter. Once
you have a good feel for the topics about which they write,
try pitching a story idea via social media. According to
Vocus, 34% of PR pros say they pitch reporters via social
media, and 49% follow or share reporters’ content. Some
journalists prefer email or a quick phone call for story ideas.
Pitching preferences may be found on media sites.
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Some tips on how you can tackle public relations in
traditional and new media:
Start simple. If you are new to public relations,
don’t be intimidated. Find an accepted press release
template online, add to it “news” of a recent hire, new
service, expanded product line or upgraded facility, and
distribute it via email to all local media outlets. If applicable
to your news content, include some photos. Of course, you’ll
also want to post your news to your website and to your
social media pages.
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Monitor all social media. Stay on top of your social
media pages such as Facebook and Twitter so that
you can respond quickly to any critical tweets or negative
posts. Remember that on social media, good news – and
bad – travels fast.
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Become a news source. Reporters are often in
need of local sources (e.g., garden centers on
planting seasons) for broadcast interviews or published
reports. Become their “go-to” person for quotes, and you’ll

Activate Google Alerts. With it, you can track
media coverage of your own company as well as
newsworthy developments from your key competitors.

22
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CONTENT MARKETING & SOCIAL MEDIA:
What you know – and share – can help you grow
When seeking information, today’s consumers have jumped
into the driver’s seat, doing their own product and service
research, on their own timetable and via their preferred
channels of choice. This leaves marketers with the need for
two types of engagement.

Set a schedule. While you want to have flexibility to
react in the moment, have a content calendar that
sets a distribution schedule via channels (digital and social)
and outlines topics. For example, begin with an objective of
adding two posts per week to your blog, one a day to
Facebook and twice a day to Twitter. You can always
adjust once you see patterns in engagement.
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Outbound strategies, like direct mail, will always be
important to help define a need that potential buyers may
not even know they have and offer a solution. Inbound
activities, like content marketing, allow you to satisfy buyers’
appetites for your product or service information when they
come looking.

Pass it on. Read, review and pass along “curated”
content that may appeal to your targets and positions
you as a reliable resource for good information. Just be sure
to credit the original source. Bonus: Your efforts can be
rewarded through enhanced search engine optimization.
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The most popular content marketing tactics are those that
are readily sharable on your social media pages as well as
your website. These include blogs, infographics, podcasts,
videos, webinars and white papers or e-books. Content
marketing leaders are predicting a rise in the use of
short-form, mobile-friendly micro content with Instagram,
Vine and SnapChat growing in appeal.

Be involved and responsive. To gain followers,
first be a follower. Comment on others’ posts and
re-tweet when it makes sense. Monitor your social
media pages regularly, and always respond promptly
to posts, questions and comments generated by the
content you distribute.
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According to a recent study: 5

• 44% of business-to-business (B2B) marketers use

Most Important Social Platform

an average of 13 content marketing tactics.

• 39% of business-to consumer (B2C) companies
employ 10 tactics on average.

• 58% of B2B and 60% of B2C firms plan to increase
their content marketing budget over the next year.

B2C

However, both B2B and B2C marketers say among their top
challenges are lack of time and the ability to produce enough
engaging content.

Some tips on how you can make connections with content
marketing and social media:

(61%) like

B2B

(33%) pick

Source: Social Media Examiner, 2014 Social Media Marketing
Industry Report

Keep it compelling. Post videos, advice, reviews
and other content to keep visitors coming back for
more. The best content anticipates questions prospects
might have about your products or services.
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Content Marketing Institute, B2B Content Marketing 2014
Benchmarks, Budgets and Trends – North America
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MOBILE MARKETING:
Grow your business by reaching on-the-go consumers
Today’s consumers are increasingly on the move – making it
imperative that marketers keep pace.

Make it easy. Employ drop-down menus and radio
buttons for those making data selections on mobile
optimized websites. Even the most nimble-fingered
prospects will be challenged by filling out multiple, small
data fields on their smartphone.
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Of American adults, 58% have a smartphone and 42% own
a tablet – using them to send/receive text messages (81%),
access the Internet (60%), send/receive email (52%) and
get directions or other location-based information (49%).6 In
Canada, smartphone ownership is 57%. Texting (93%) and
browsing the Internet (82%) are key pursuits.7

Be recognizable. According to Latitude, 88% of
people agree having a mobile device with real-time
information makes them more spontaneous with shopping
and discovering new things. Your online presence, including
your mobile website, should have an integrated look and feel
with the rest of your offline marketing and physical location.
Searchers willing to part with their money should know
they’ve found you.
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Mobile users have come to expect a Web-browsing
experience comparable to their desktop or laptop. Research
says they’ll wait six to 10 seconds (30%) for a page to load
before they abandon the site. Impatient? Sixteen percent say
they wait one to five seconds before bolting.8

Measure it. The most popular mobile metrics,
according to Chief Marketer, are click-throughs,
mobile site traffic and traffic pass-through to the company’s
main website.
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What to watch for? Look for growth in mobile apps, as
consumer expectations for customized experiences with
their favorite brands continue to grow.

Some tips on how you can keep pace with your mobile
marketing:

31 Be responsive.
Responsive design uses a single website that
intuitively adjusts the layout and features based
on how it is being viewed.
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Pew Research Internet Project, 2014
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Canadian Internet Registration Authority (CIRA), 2014
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Kissmetrics, gomez.com, akamai.com
Business Insider, How Mobile Coupons Are Driving An Explosion
in Mobile Commerce, 2013
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EMAIL MARKETING:
To stay top of mind, you have to stay in touch
You never know when someone will be ready to purchase a
product or service or make a donation … but you’re always
in consideration for the transaction if you maintain ongoing
email communications.

Encourage readers to share. In every email,
feature a “forward to a friend” link so that recipients
can easily refer you to their associates.
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Embed links to your website. With a link or two,
you’ll make it easier for readers to access your site
to acquire more information, download a coupon, enter a
contest … or purchase your goods or services.
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Low in cost compared to some other promotional
alternatives, emails are agile and immediate to prospects
who have opted in for continued communications from
you. What’s more, they can be precisely targeted and
personalized.

Direct recipients to social media … and vice
versa. Increase consumer engagement and social
media followers by featuring buttons in the form of familiar
Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter icons in your email signature.
Conversely, make it easy for your fans and followers to sign up
for your email list at the click of a button by adding one to your
social properties. Keep your form simple: According to email
provider Constant Contact, forms that take longer than
45 seconds to fill out and submit have an average fall off
rate of 48%.11
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There’s one more compelling reason why promotional emails
belong in your marketing mix: they work! Two-thirds (66%)
of online consumers have made a purchase as a result of an
email marketing message.10

Some tips on how you can stay top of mind with email
marketing:
Keep the subject line short. In a study of 200
million emails, a count of 28-39 characters in the
subject line achieved the highest click rate, according to
MailChimp. Another tip: Identify yourself in the “From” line
to assure readers the message is from a familiar source and
not spam.
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73% say video in email is best
for product/service promotions

Put stats to the test. Take advantage of the
flexibility of email by testing your subject lines to see
which ones earn the highest open rates for you. Longer or
shorter? Personalized or generic? Include a special offer or
make a broader appeal? With some split-testing, you can
match your messages to the preferences of your readership.
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Optimize for mobile viewing. Let on-the-go
recipients view your email more easily by making
them “mobile friendly.” Litmus reports that 43% of email is
now opened on a mobile device. Keep messages short,
eliminate “clutter” and use links in place of keystroking.
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Source: Web Video Marketing Council, ReelSEO, Flimp Media,
Inc., 2013 Online Video Marketing Survey and Business Video
Trends Report
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Direct Marketing Association 2013 Statistical Fact Book
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Constant Contact, Email + Social = Success, 2013

WEB MARKETING:
The first order of business for every business today
Consumers are flocking to the Web to shop for goods and
services, make charitable donations, communicate with
friends, family and business associates, and learn the hours
and locations of brick-and-mortar sites – all of which make
a website a “must-have” for every company, organization
and nonprofit.

Don’t let leads get away. Solicit contact
information from website visitors by including a
registration page. With it, you can build your database
of interested prospects and gain “opt-ins” for ongoing
communications. To support your lead-capture efforts,
offer a coupon, free sample or complimentary white paper.

In fact, 97% of Internet users in the U.S. use it to research
shopping information, according to Google. Statistics
Canada reports that 56% of Web users purchased goods
or services online in 2012, spending an average of $1,450
over about 13 transactions.

Score with good reviews. Encourage satisfied
customers to post reviews of your products or
services on your website and social media pages. In
compiled research, PeopleClaim says reviews drive 18%
higher loyalty and 21% higher purchase satisfaction. A full
70% agree consumer reviews make them more comfortable
that they are buying the right product. Bonus: Fresh content
can result in improved SEO.
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Some tips on how you can enhance your website
marketing:
Cross promote. Be sure to include your website
address on identity materials such as business cards
and letterhead as well as promotional efforts including
mailers and brochures. Have a company vehicle? Make sure
your street address, phone number and website address are
visible on it, too.
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Seek reciprocal links. Find websites in your general
product/service category, and ask for a reciprocal
link to your site. Your best targets are complementary but
non-competing sites that generate a similar amount of traffic
and have something to gain from linking with yours. When
linking with others, think quality over quantity to gain the
most value toward improved search rankings.
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Provide great content. Use blogs, infographics,
podcasts, videos, webinars, white papers and other
good information to attract visitors, encourage sharing and
entice repeat visits. Both B2B and B2C marketers rank
articles on their websites as one of their top two content
tactics, according to the Content Marketing Institute.
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1

#

50% say their website
is top marketing priority

Source: Econsultancy/Responsys, Cross-Channel Marketing Report, 2012
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And, some ideas on how to drive website traffic:

Track your PPC results. With pay-per-click
advertising, special phone numbers and conversion
tracking enable you to see how many people are acting on
your appeal. Bing and Google both offer conversion tracking
at no extra charge with their PPC services.
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Up your rankings with SEO. Gain higher rankings
on Bing, Google and other search engines with
organic (i.e., non-paid) search engine optimization
techniques. Usually accomplished with the assistance of
a Web expert, factors that can positively influence SEO
include page titles, description meta tags, site structure,
XML site maps and more.
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Be analytical. Set up an account with Google
Analytics, and get a website code that allows you to
track activity and send the data to your account. You’ll get
standard reporting about site visitors and their behaviors
like page views and bounce rates. Or, you can customize
your data collection to track activity from a specific directory,
for example, or exclude traffic from certain IP addresses.
Review your metrics regularly to define a path to improved
performance.
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Claim your local listings. According to Google,
70% of Web users use local search to find offline
businesses. A consistent and complete profile at several
local listing sources, like Google+ Local, Bing Local and
Yahoo! Local Basic, will increase your prominence and
visibility. This makes it easier for users to find the information
they seek, leading to more conversions. Plus, the more
places you are online (called citations) will contribute to
higher search engine rankings – important because most
searchers never go beyond the first page of results.
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46% of marketers used Google
Analytics in 2013

Consider PPC. With pay-per-click (PPC) or paid
search, your advertising message appears at or near
the top of search engine results pages when shoppers enter
terms related to your business. You’ll bid on keywords
commonly used to search for your company, and pay only up
to a budgeted campaign amount. While more costly than
organic search, paid search has its advantages, among them
quick implementations and potentially rapid results. It’s a
good option for product launches, special events, inventory
reduction sales and other time-sensitive communications.
New businesses, too, can jump-start their Web marketing
efforts with PPC.
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Source: HubSpot,
2013 State of
Inbound Marketing
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VIDEO MARKETING:
Lights, cameras … customers
Marketers are turning to videos like never before and for
good reason. They appeal to a sizable demographic of
Internet users who prefer them as a means by which to
gain information. Videos are integral to content marketing
strategies intended to gain and retain prospects through
information rather than the old “hard sell.”

Establish a YouTube channel. How popular is it?
In the U.S., about 60% of Internet users visit YouTube
at least once a week.14 In Canada, Internet users watched
more online video than people anywhere else averaging 300
views per month, of which half were on YouTube.15 Upload
your videos and tag them with appropriate keywords to entice
those interested in what you offer. Also ask current friends and
followers to share your videos with others to expand your
circle of connections.
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Viewing habits support the case for video marketing: 12

• Over 4 billion online videos are watched every day.
• 68% of video watchers share video links with others.
• 95% of a video message is retained after 72 hours

Boost your conversion rates. Promotion has its
rewards! Online customers who view product videos
on your social media pages and website are 95% more likely
to buy the product, according to Internet Researcher.
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compared to 65% for an image and 10% for text.

Some tips on how you can incorporate video into your
marketing:

How do they do that? If stuck for a video idea, go
behind-the-scenes at your business. For example you
might show the quality you put into a product. What’s
commonplace to you is likely new and of interest to your
prospects.
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Add it to your website. Eight out of 10 marketing
professionals reported posting videos to their
organization’s website, followed by YouTube (65%) and
social channels (62%). Other opportunities? Marketers are
actively using video for email marketing initiatives (60%),
sales lead generation activities (49%), online advertising
(40%) and search engine marketing (32%).13
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Three, two, one ... Ready to launch a new product?
Boost interest – and sales – by posting instructional
videos during the introductory period.
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Don’t go “Hollywood!” A customer testimonial told
in a straightforward style is usually more affordable –
and more convincing – than one that’s overproduced with
special effects.
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40%

Mobile makes up almost
of YouTube’s global watch time

StartupNation, 13 Hot Internet Marketing Trends in 2013,
December 2012

12

Web Video Marketing Council, ReelSEO, Flimp Media, Inc., 2013
Online Video Marketing Survey and Business Video Trends Report

13 

Source: YouTube
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AYTM Market Research, March 2013
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Canadian Internet Registration Authority (CIRA), 2013

+1 BONUS TIP:

Choose Allegra

Allegra is locally owned and operated. Our focus is on small
and mid-sized businesses and other organizations that need
printed and online communications.

Beginning with a clear understanding of your business goals
and challenges, we’ll help you determine how to better know
your best customers or donors and grow them.

We offer integrated solutions to help you build a strong
brand through customer data analytics support, campaign
planning, website development and optimization, mobile
marketing, online marketing, email and direct mail marketing.

We’ll help you precisely identify your targets, develop a
multi-channel strategy to reach them, and ensure that every
activity achieves maximum impact with minimum waste to
achieve your sales or other goals.

Our services also include targeted mailing lists, crosschannel campaigns, social media marketing, dedicated
referral programs, point-of-purchase and out-of-store
displays, posters and signage, literature and handouts,
promotional items, logo wear and more.

In addition, we’ll implement your program efficiently and
effectively to drive the desired results within your timeline
and budget.

Want to learn more?
Contact your Allegra representative
today.

©2014 All Rights Reserved
Allegra is independently owned and operated.
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Looking for more marketing insights?
For best practices and new ideas to help your business grow, talk to an Allegra
professional about these other valuable resources. Just ask us for a printed or digital
copy; we’ll be happy to deliver it to you.
Your Brand: Unrivaled … Or Unraveled?
A Business Self-assessment Guide

86 Ways to Drive More Traffic to Your Event
A Guide to Promotion Before, During and After Your Event.

Do a quick self-appraisal of
your current activities, and
see where they could be
performing better.

86

Ways to Drive More
traffic to your event
anD increase roi

YOUR BRAND:
UNRIVALED … OR
UNRAVELED?

A Guide to Promotions
Before, During and After
Your Event

A business self-assessment guide to help you
build awareness, create interest and drive growth

1006-86 Allegra.indd 1

The Definitive Web Marketing Guide
Proven Strategies for Top-Performing Websites
Make your website a
powerful tool to connect,
inform, engage and sell.
the DeFINItIVe
WeB marketINg
guIDe

1/9/13 3:05 PM

No Silver Bullets!
The Realist’s Guide to Successful Local Marketing

WELCOME TO

REALITY

Marketing On

Marketing
Main Street On
Main
This Street
Exit

E N J OY T H E J O U R N E Y

This Exit

Use these six cross-channel
strategies to find more local
customers and drive new sales.

No Silver
BulletS!
The Realist’s Guide to
Successful Local Marketing

PROVEN STRATEGIES
FOR TOP-PERFORMING
WEBSITES

0529-Web guide Allegra.indd 1

These sure-fire techniques
from event industry insiders will
boost traffic and results from
your next event or trade show.

2/4/13 4:15 PM

The Ultimate Direct Mail Marketing Guide
Proven Tips and Techniques You Can Use Today

THE ULTIMATE
DIRECT MAIL
MARKETING
GUIDE:
PROVEN TIPS AND TECHNIQUES
YOU CAN USE TODAY

Learn how to break through
the clutter and create powerful
direct mail campaigns that
reach the right people with
the right message.

The Complete Guide to Customer Growth
Getting to the Aha Moment

The CompleTe
Guide To CusTomer
GrowTh:
Getting to the Aha Moment

Gain a better understanding
of your best customers
and use that information to
strengthen your relationships
and grow new sales.

